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OVERVIEW OF THE KEY CHANGES MADE TO THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS LAWN TENNIS CLUB 
LIMITED ARTICLES 02 SEPTEMBER 2022 
 
On the 1 January 2022 the assets and liabilities, as well as the business of Tunbridge Wells 
Lawn Tennis Club (“the Club”), were transferred to Tunbridge Wells Lawn Tennis Club 
Limited (“the Company”), a company limited by guarantee at nil consideration. This action 
was approved by the members at the AGM of the Club held on 22 April 2021.  
 
When this transfer took place the Articles of the Company became the new “rules” of the 
Club. These Articles were approved by the membership at the AGM in April 2021. These 
Articles had been drawn up with the intention of incorporating all the relevant governance 
of the Club with the necessary additions of the Companies Act 2006. As the Company 
moved forward it became apparent that there were some unintentional omissions from the 
former Rules and that they could benefit from some clarification and updating to ensure the 
smooth operations of the Company going forward. It is always good governance to regularly 
review a Company’s Articles. 
 
I, with the assistance of Shan White, have therefore reviewed the Club rules and the 
updated LTA guidance and worked with Cripps LLP, the local law firm, to update the Articles. 
Alper Deniz, our incoming Chair, who has vast experience and knowledge of Company Law 
has helped finalise these. I am grateful to the assistance both have provided. 
 
Whilst the majority of the Articles remain the same, we were advised it is more efficient to 
have a new set of Articles approved rather than amendments. The Board is therefore 
requesting that members approve the attached set of Articles at the Company’s AGM on 7 
September 2022, and these will then replace the set that was approved at the AGM held on 
22 April 2021. 
 
The key changes to the Articles are: 

• Appeal Panel Definition: this has been clearly defined as 5 members who are 
elected by the voting membership, excluding the Board candidates, at each AGM, as 
is consistent with the old Club rules. 
 

• Article 19- Elected Directors: a maximum number of terms that a director can serve 
for has been set at 6. After this the member cannot serve on the Board for a period 
of 4 years. A maximum period of service on a Board will help allow an infusion of 
new ideas, a change in skill sets and a fresh perspective ensuring the vibrancy of the 
Club going forward.  

 

• Articles 22-24- Election of Officers: The Chair, Treasurer and Secretary are to be 
elected for a period of 2 terms, so they do not have to re-stand for election until the 
second AGM after their election. If they wished to, they could of course resign at any 
point. They can stand for 2 additional terms, so in effect they can serve for roughly 6 
years, depending on timings of the AGM. 
The aim of this change is to ensure some continuity and direction in the strategic 
management of the Club and to provide some continuity for the staff.  
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• Article 30.3-30.6 Other Business Brought before the AGM: this provides a definition 
and the requirements for any other business that can be brought to the AGM. It is 
line with LTA guidance and should give some clarity. There is a requirement that at 
least 10% of voting members have registered their interest for the matter to be 
raised at the AGM and there are set timescales and procedures to follow.  
 

• Article 30.8 Right to Call a general meeting: provides members with the right to 
request the Board call a general meeting if 10% of the voting membership support 
such a request. In effect this would be what was previously referred to as an 
Extraordinary General Meeting. 

 

• Article 34.3-Quorum for general meetings: this has been updated to reflect the fact 
the Club now has a much larger membership. The figure has been set at 10% so it 
will automatically adjust with variations in membership numbers. To give you an 
idea of the number of members required to meet the quorum, based on current 
membership figures, it would be around 60. Any proxy votes made will count 
towards this quorum.  
 

If you have any questions on these changes, or require more information on any points, 
please email me at treasurer@twltc.co.uk, or Irene at irene@twltc.co.uk and we will try and 
get back to you as soon as we can.  
 
I strongly encourage you to look at the Articles, if only the key changes that I have 
highlighted, and that you then confirm your approval of them. If you are unable to attend 
the AGM on 7 September, I would ask that you complete the proxy vote form, which was 
sent out with the Notice of the AGM, and is also available on the website. Please note all 
proxy votes must be received by Irene no later than 19.30 on Monday 5 September. With 
the higher number of members required for a quorum it is important that members do 
register their vote or attend on the night to hear the reports. The Board and team would 
love to see you there. 
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